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THE OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE HUMANITY
INVASION & TAKEOVER



PLAY AUDIO FILE

PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING

FAST & FURIOUS 2019 



WE ARE SOVEREIGN 
STAND YOUR GROUND 

COVID19 = A TRANSHUMAN AGENDA 

Tests  

Masks 

Vaxxes 

Lockdown 

Meme - Mind Control through 
media
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Nano is the construction crew 
building the framework and 
reconstructing your DNA 

AI is the (artificial off world 
(alien) ) intelligence directing this 
takeover 

Sources:   

Black project scientist 

High level intel operative 

David Adair 

Captain Mark Richards 

and others 

17 years research and over 1000 
interviews on related subjects

ARCTURIANS OR ALIEN AI?



• Nano jumps from human to human, 
from thing to thing... distance and 
space is not an issue 

• Nano replicates everything:  
humans, furniture, rocks, trees 
etc. 

• At first it makes only rough copies 
but it gets better at it the more 
copies it makes until its copies are 
flawless and exact 

• Nano can be directed by 
intelligence... human telepathy 
and scalar waves 

• AI rides on scalar waves and all 
forms of energy, biology or 
synthetics ... no limits and may 

enter 5G (Einstein and Geordie 
Rose Dwave machines) 

• You can be replicated unlimited 
times 

• What happens to the soul?
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The soul does not reside in this 
dimension.. it resides in source. 

The soul is a crystalization of who 
you are containing memory 
spanning lives and not lodged in 
time/space. 

Aliens (especially Greys do 'soul 
transfer) but this is only 
temporary. 

Your soul cannot be enslaved. 

If the entity thinks their soul is 
captured then it is.. your 
consciousness flows into and out 
of this dimension. 

Is this a simulation?  Does it 
matter? 

How we perceive is what 
determines our experiences. 

We can be happy any where.



• Why do we fight? 

• Bhagavad Gita:  Arjuna:  why must I 
kill my brother?   

• Your brother must choose to act 
and so must you...in so doing you 
create reality. 

• Not acting is a choice and form of 
action.  It still determines the next 
step. 

• We live not to 'be happy' but to 
experience. 

• Experiences are a dialog with 
source and our selves.  Playing out 
in the time/space continuum all 
around us. 

• You attract what you need to 
educate and remember who you 
truly are. 

• We talk to each other and also 
God /Source all the time. 
Everything is a dialog.



Know your enemy 
Their agenda for the future: 
1.  A race of passive supersoldiers 

2.  Conquer and Control other space faring nations 

3.  Control of populations 

 Keep some alive for food, sex, slaves, workers  

 Remember the Anunnaki  

 A controlled group of humans 

 Administrators - organized clones to take orders and give orders to lower  
level humans (lacking Reptilian DNA) or compatible races 
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Know your enemy... 
4.  Terraforming/Genetic re-engineering 
the human genome - collateral damage 
expected. 

5.  Only the strong survive... the weak, 
sick, elderly will die. 

6.  Coming Earth changes - some human 
induced some alien and part of overall 
Earth 3/4 D part of timelines.  Will 
eliminate large segments of 
population... ice age pole reversal 
possibly, solar mass ejection CME etc.  
The above will position the population 
for those changes... coming in 2030 
approx. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mra-AmaG33c



Ground zero for the Covid/NanoAI experiment is England.   

• They have orchestrated an isolation from other countries through fear and mind 
control of their citizens.   

• Establishing contradictory scenarios such as opening up lockdown internally while 
increasing external restrictions on travel for the un-Vaxxed 

• The nano needs time to establish its reign over you then jumps to others - so the 
lockdown permits this then opening up so VAXXED can circulate freely to infect 
others with Nano 

• alienating France (too close for comfort)  

• Forcing a new series of TESTS in sequence to increases quality control of the DNA 
MANIPULATION 

• NANO  distributed through test swabs as well as tracking/ implanting  smart dust -- 
analyzing HOW DIFFERENT BLOODLINES REACT to increased exposure to NANO 
INVASION directly into their sytems... via nose/mouth and then Double-jabbing 
VAXXES. 
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Ai will ride on 5G and higher  to then direct populations group actions globally. 

HOW TO RESIST OR MITIGATE THE TAKEOVER... 

NANO CAN BE INFLUENCED THROUGH MENTAL/EMOTIONAL SCALAR WAVES  

 To act or become immune to AI directives 

 Ultimately this is a war of hidden powers embedded in humanity 

 to survive takeover of bodies and minds 

 Through meditation you can send out scalar waves to reverse the impact  
of these attacks, heal the field of resonance among you  

 and reverse the flow back to the perpetrators or simply dissipate and 

 dissolve the attacks 
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HOW WE WIN...



 True powers come from source and flow via spirit into the entity 

 The body is the transmitter/receiver you direct from beyond the body and  
within the world around you 

 You are in command 

 You do not reside on Earth... YOU are eternal and connected to/part of  
Source... you orchestrate the world around you 

 Through adversity Humanity will come into its own and rediscover 

 their true nature 
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Humans to DISCOVER THEIR 
TRUE NATURE AND ABILITIES





























PHOTO OF NANO STRANDS FOUND ON OUR UNOPENED SWAB






